NOKIA SOLUTIONS AND NETWORKS IS HIRING A INTEGRATION & VERIFICATION ENGINEER
FOR PERMANENT UNDEFINED.
Date : 19/12/2016
Job reference : 26928-16899477
Type of contract : Permanent
Localisation : Wrocław 53-611, PL
Contract duration : Undefined
Level of studies : Bachelor's Degree
Years of experience : 1-2 years
Company description :
Nokia invests in technologies important in a world where billions of devices are connected. We are focused
on three businesses: network infrastructure software, hardware and services, which we offer through Nokia
Networks; location intelligence, which we provide through HERE; and advanced technology development
and licensing, which we pursue through Nokia Technologies. Each of these businesses is a leader in its
respective field.
Our Nokia Networks business is the world's specialist in mobile broadband. From the first ever call on GSM,
to the first call on LTE, we operate at the forefront of each generation of mobile technology. Our global
experts invent the new capabilities our customers need in their networks. We provide the world's most
efficient mobile networks, the intelligence to maximize the value of those networks, and the services to make
it all work seamlessly.
Nokia European Software Engineering Center hires dedicated, enthusiastic and passionate people, who create
the largest ITC R in Poland. Our facilities in Wroclaw are located in three sites and accommodate one of the
biggest test telecommunications labs in Middle and Eastern Europe. Apply and experience the adventure of a
lifetime!!!
Job description :
Position Description:
I Engineer works under general direction and interprets internal/external business issues and recommends
best practice in own discipline. Works in product, system or technology program in SW/HW/System Design
or Integration Verification. Plans, designs and executes items in own area. Coordinates own activities within
responsibility area.
Required profile :
Position Requirements:
Must have:
* Master's or Bachelor's degree in Engineering, Telecommunications, Computer Science or Software
Technology or equivalent education,
* Understanding of software testing processes and tools (ISTQB is a plus),
* General knowledge of telecommunication area,
* Analytical thinking skills,
* Teamwork skills,
* Good communication in English (both written and spoken),
* Ready to relocate to Wroclaw, living in or nearby.
Nice to have:
* Knowledge of script/programming languages (e.g. Python, Bash),
* User level knowledge of Linux OS (CLI),
* Professional work experience in above areas will be seen as an advantage,
* knowledge of cellular and broadband 3G or 4G access technologies (UMTS, LTE),
* knowledge of Agile/Scrum/Kanban methodology,

* knowledge of network protocols and services (TCP/IP, switching, routing),
* Very good interpersonal skills
To apply: offre16899477.6502@nsn.contactrh.com

